Spring Edition

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
Please give a big welcome to Layla Smith, who
joins us as a writer—see her essay on last winter’s
storm on page 3—and also does a superb job arranging IVC Digital Club photographs on pages 8
and 9. More about the winter of 2017 is written by
Opera Club leader, Michael Sachs, who observed
significant storm damage after it had just happened in San Rafael. Gil Deane writes of friendship born of tragedy (page 10). In an ESCOM Interview of Annie Longtin, leader of the British and
Foreign Language Film Club, her years of studying film give her impeccable taste
she’s willing to share: recommendations for eight of her favorite British
or Foreign Language films. Read
about the new ESCOM art curator and
his plans. There’s lots more in this
special edition.
—Sarah Fagan Greenberg

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Readers,

Hello from the East Coast—Greenwich, Connecticut—where I moved from my home in Tiburon last
November. I left the West Coast after saying nostalgic goodbyes to people and places; my 46 years
in Southern Marin seemed like several lifetimes.
But along with furniture, I brought with me an
ESCOM-inspired sense of discovery and a zest for
lifelong learning.
Now, by special arrangement with the ESCOM
Council, I am thrilled to be your editor again on a
“Spring Edition” of the ESCOM Journal. Using
the telephone and email, it’s a treat to get the old
gang back together—Art Ravicz on layout, Joel
Seligmann on covers and photo editing, and the
Tandlers, Paul and Iris, and Gloria Kopshever, allgiving us the gift of their writing.
As for my move, yes, I’ve seen snow. Cold temperatures, too. But I felt no real shock as I experienced them while growing up in central New
York. Although this area doesn’t have Mt. Tam
and irreplaceable Bay Area friends, there is Long
Island Sound and the Atlantic Ocean. Brilliantly
colored Cardinals perch on the bird feeder. Trees
and old stone walls. An added bonus, said tongue
in cheek, is Stop and Shop asking $4.99 for a fresh
roasted chicken and $2.99 a pound for heirloom
tomatoes. And, oh yes, New York City is less than
an hour's train ride away.
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OUR WET, WILD, WICKED WINTER

MARIN BECAME MARINA

by Layla Smith
My home’s backyard weather station in Larkspur, close to Kentfield
and just below Mt. Tam, has recorded over 70 inches of rain since
October. Just when we were faced
with another year of drought in
Marin, the weather surprised us—
coming to our rescue in a big way.
I was absorbed by the never-ending weather news
this past winter, even signing up for Twitter so I
could follow local government agencies’ news reports, as well as reports from all over the state.In
the midst of our drought a couple of years ago, I
had read Daniel Swain’s excellent California
Weather Blog (www. weatherwest.com) about the
potential for atmospheric rivers to bring huge,
even devastating, amounts of rain to California. It
seemed a remote idea at the time, but also a
possibility to welcome. This winter we saw it
happen.
My husband and I live in a house on a steep hillside, which could have posed the threat of mudslides this past winter. However, we are apparently
on bedrock; we were terribly lucky that no one in
the neighborhood had problems, unlike those who
experienced devastating slides in San Rafael.
I personally welcomed every storm, and enjoyed
tracking how the rain total on our weather gauge
went up and up. The rain solved problems…but it
also created them. It brought a mixed-blessing
winter; mostly a blessing against the drought
except for those affected by slides, flooding, and
too much water too fast. Yet, I am still grateful
when I hear about the extraordinary depths of
snow in the Sierras, ensuring water in the
reservoirs this summer.
As usual, I wonder what next year will bring.
Nature eludes the best attempts at prediction.
—Layla Smith
[Born and raised in Cut Bank, Montana, Layla
attended Reed College in Portland, Oregon. She is
a graphic designer as well as a Zen priest, studying
and practicing in San Francisco, Big Sur, and
Green Gulch Farm in Marin County. She leads
meditation groups in Larkspur/Corte Madera. Ed.]

by Michael Sachs
On February 6/7, 2017, we here in
Marin County were blessed with a deluge of rain, which basically said,
“goodbye drought.” This blessing of the
rains had also side and slides effects.
The good was — and still is—that the
Marin reservoirs are full. The bad was that roofs
leaked in many homes, and rivers of water inundated some streets in Kentfield and San Anselmo,
to mention just a few towns that were affected.
Flash flood warnings were issued for rivers and
creeks in Napa, Marin and Santa Cruz counties
while flood waters rushed through downtown San
Anselmo. By 12 p.m. Tuesday, February 7th,
Kentfield had received 6.3 inches of rain while
San Rafael had gotten 3.36 inches. [College of
Marin was closed temporarily due to flooding in
Kentfield.]

287 Mountain View Avenue, San Rafael, CA.
I drove to see my daughter, who lives a few houses
up the same street in San Rafael, to make sure that
all was alright with her. It was there on her street
that I witnessed the hill that slid down, earth and
Continued on Page 4
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Continued from Page 3

ESCOM COUNCIL TOLD OF NEW
$50,000 SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT

trees, pushing the house at 287 Mountain View
Avenue, in San Rafael off its foundation. In an interview, the homeowner said that the slide had
started the night before, but it took time for the
slow slide of the hillside to push the house off its
foundation. The owner and his family had just

Community Education Program Administrator
Beth Hampson announced that a $50,000 EOC
(Economic Opportunity Program Services) had
been granted, news well-received by the ESCOM
Council at its February 16, 2017 meeting at the
Kentfield Campus ESCOM Center.
President Marlene Knox reported that the Friday
afternoon Author’s Series (in cooperation with
Book Passage) had a record turnout for Michael
Krasny’s lecture on his new book on Jewish humor. She thanked several members of the Council
for their services in support of the program.
Treasurer Toni Middleton presented her report,
showing a healthy balance. She has made a deposit
for a booth at this year’s Senior Information Fair,
scheduled for October 25, 2017. Luanne Mullin
and Bobbi Steger have volunteered to chair the
event. Council members will be expected to assist
in the staffing of the booth and the setup and teardown.
Jim Moore, newly appointed Chairman of Nominations and Elections, indicated that President
Marlene Knox and Vice President Anne Pearson
have announced their candidacy for one-year terms
to be voted on in this year’s election. Likewise
Council members Raffanti, Wallace, Steger and
Hanahan will run for two-year terms. Voting will
be conducted over the internet, and paper ballots
will be on hand at the Kentfield and IVC Emeritus
Centers for members not equipped for computer
voting. The ballots will show a vacancy for a
Council seat.
Clubs Chairman Bill Raffanti announced the formation of a new club, Who Done It, led by Diana
Davis, and asked the Council’s approval. Ms.
Davis also leads the highly successful Book Banter
Club which meets monthly at IVC.
Bernard Healey is the recently appointed Chairman of Art and Exhibitions, succeeding Mehri
Dadgar, whose excellent services were noted.
Journal Committee member Paul Tandler announced the results of contacts with several potential editors for the ESCOM Journal. Following a
lengthy discussion it was decided that President

A street on the flats of Kentfield
enough time to run out of their house before the
hill came crushing down, totally demolishing the
house to rubble.
A number of television stations’ roving trucks
parked their trucks across the street to film the
house, and to interview neighbors. While standing
there on the street, a Telemundo reporter talked to
me, and asked me to tell her my thoughts, and I
did that. It gave me an opportunity to talk in Spanish.
A number of neighbors started a fund collection
for the family of the destroyed house. Typically,
good Americans did it again!
Even though we were blessed with a lot of rain,
the result was devastating to numerous families.
Do not procrastinate but check your property in the
summer to see what can be done to avert a tragedy
in the winter.
—Michael Sachs
Leader of Opera and Beyond Club
Kentfield COM
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Yesterday, returning home from a day of shopping, I stepped into my bathroom and into a flood.
Gathering every towel we own, I covered the bathroom floor and gingerly lifted the lid off the tank
at the back of the toilet. I was hit by a spray of water about three feet high. I grabbed everything I
could, attempting to stop this, but finally just
slammed down the lid. I then went downstairs to
await the arrival of my husband who fixes
everything.
And arrive he did. “My john is on the fritz,” I said.
“We’ll fix it,” he said. That’s the generic “we.”
When it comes to plumbing, it’s always we. WE
haul, meaning I hauled, all of the water out of the
toilet and the Engineer poured enough Drano
down the sewer pipes to clear all the pipes in
Marin County. “If that doesn’t work, we will use a
Sewer Snake tomorrow.”
I shuddered. For those of you innocent Californians who do not know what a Sewer Snake is,
it is not an instrument of torture. It is a mechanical
device used to unplug stopped-up sewer lines. I
happen to be an expert in the use of such
instruments. In the early years of our marriage, I
would take out a ladder, climb to the roof of our
single-story ranch home and run the Sewer Snake
through the stopped up sewer line. I am an expert
with a Sewer Snake. We could not afford a
plumber.
I had just finished regaling Susan with this long
catastrophic story over lunch and I said, “I cannot
go home and face that Sewer Snake. I don’t know
why we can’t hire a plumber like normal people.”
She said, “Just, go home, don’t look at it. Take a
nap.”
“One more thing, I have to ask you, Susan, before
you leave. I have this story that has been running
around in my mind about my son and his
daughters. Do you think I should write it?”
“Stick with the plumbing, dear. Stick with the
plumbing.”
N.B. When we tried to pay our check,
we discovered that the couple at the
next table had paid it. Either we had
been very entertaining or they were
plumbers—maybe engineers.

Knox would contact former editor Sarah Greenberg to ask her to serve as editor for a spring issue
of the Journal.
The Council plans to honor several
former members of the Council with
gifts to be presented at the June
meeting in recognition of their devoted services.
—Paul Tandler

THE FRIENDSHIP, ENGINEERS,
AND MORE
I have a new friend. She is Susan, who lived a
block away from me during my entire growing up.
We went to the same grade school. We went to the
same high school. But we did not know each
other. Our lives have paralleled each other. A few
weeks ago I went to my book club and one of my
friends said, “That lady comes from your hometown,” so I went over to talk with her.
She has the most beautiful brown eyes I have ever
seen. She has three daughters who are lawyers. I
have three sons who are lawyers. We are both
married to engineers. We are both approximately
the same age. And now we go out for lunch periodically and “let it all hang out.” And I have fallen
in love.
First of all, we talk regarding engineers as husbands. They are a Special Breed. Yes, usually,
they are faithful, hardworking, but also obstinate,
compulsive, over-organized and never wrong. It is
their way or no way! And believe me, they can fix
anything. I believe this is inborn and reinforced by
their education.
Susan told me that when her twin girls were born,
her Engineer husband contributed to this wonderful birth by posting a schedule on the wall of the
nursery: 6:00 – 6:45 feed babies, 6:45 – 7:00 rest.
“It was a shame the babies couldn’t read,” I commented dryly.
After I gave birth to two sons ten and one-half
months apart, my Engineer husband’s contribution
to this miraculous event was to buy a ten-quart
canning pot and devise an intricate invention that
held twelve bottles of formula and, thus, fed both
babies for two days—if I recall correctly.
However, we have all survived.

—Iris Tandler
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THE ESCOM INTERVIEW
Annie Longtin has often been
on the outer fringes of the Performing Arts and Celebrity circle, whether singing on stage at
her grammar school; participating in her hometown (New
Bedford, Mass.) talent contest;
typing articles submitted for
publication by the Theatre Guild to a Manhattan
advertising agency; meeting a gorgeous young Ted
Kennedy at her television studio job and almost
fainting when his deep blue eyes met hers; attending the Premiere of the 1959 film Ben Hur; taking
a film history class at the College of Marin; seeing
countless films as a child with her mother and with
friends throughout her life; shaking hands with a
young, newly famous Tom Jones, a passenger
when she was a stewardess for United Airlines;
and meeting Buffalo Bob of the Howdy Doody
Show aboard one of her Hawaii to San Francisco
flights. Bob told her that Howdy was at his Florida
home resting in his own bedroom. She was disappointed.
As a student studying Early Childhood Education
at the College of Marin, she learned of Rudy Ramirez’s Film Noir Club at the Indian Valley Campus and joined his educational and fun group. She
herself has a vast collection of films. Her life experience has been enriched by viewing and discussing them. Three years ago, she started the British and Foreign Film Club, on the suggestion of
our Ms. IVC, Gloria Kopshever. Annie says the
club continues to be a delightful learning experience as she shares her passion for film.
SFG: What was the first foreign film you saw and
where?
AL: The first one was the Russian version of War and Peace
in San Francisco at the Lumiere, an art house theater. I had
read Tolstoy’s novel and was
amazed by the heartfelt passionate acting and how closely
the movie followed the book.
The film was shown in two
parts; I think it was about six hours long. It took
five years to make—costing a record 100 million
at the time. The novel is Russia’s jewel so the di-

rector Sergei Bondarchuk was especially careful to
get it right. The film was hailed by the Russians
and the film world as a masterpiece.
SFG: I remember an American version being
made. Is the Russian film available anywhere?
AL: The American version was with Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer, and Henry Fonda, made in 1956
and directed by King Vidor. Lavish costumes and
sets. Not so much with the Russian version except
for the ballroom scene, which I understand was
filmed in the Winter Palace in then Leningrad (St.
Petersburg). However, the Russian version is much
grittier—the battle scenes are compelling. An
amazing film to watch. I think I ordered it on
Amazon. It’s well worth the buy. Netflix may also
have it.
There is also a well done British version of War
and Peace mini-series for television in 2015. I am
partial to the British films because they, in my
viewing experience, recreate classic literature the
best. And perhaps acting is in their DNA due to
their past Shakespeare and theatre acting history.
SFG: Is there more music in American films than
foreign films?
AL: I actually seldom notice a film’s music unless
it is spectacular. But yes, the American films seem
to rely more heavily on music than the British and
foreign language films. The acting in the foreign
films is so consistently excellent, they don't need
music to heighten the drama. I watched the American film, Grand Hotel the other night and there
was music throughout the entire film. It was annoying. And distracting.
Music may depend on the time frame, nature of the
story being told and the director. And if the film is
suspenseful, music heightens the anxiety and anticipation. What would Brief Encounter be without
Rachmaninov's haunting score? Or Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho without Bernard Hermann’s score—
especially in the shower, where we didn’t actually
see the knife thrusts, only heard them suggested in
the music. Adding a score was and is also a way to
sell records. The American film industry seemed
more interested in all ways to increase their profit
from a film. The British and non-English language
film producers were focused much more on art.
The first film for which a totally-original film
score was specifically composed was the silent
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film, The Assassination of the Duke de Guise (aka
L'Assassinat du doc Guise) (1908) by classical
composer Camille de Saint-Saens. Of course, an
added benefit was that music for a silent film
covered up the cacophony of noise spewing from
the projector.
I think foreign films have less music to heighten
drama; their films rely more on the acting ability
of the performers. American films rely more on
manipulating the emotions of the audience by
using sometimes loud, booming music to distract
from the poor quality of the production. Music
needs to accent key scenes rather than distract
from the story and performances.
SFG: However, in the Italian film Cinema
Paradiso in the 1980’s, I found the music to be
such a strong and appealing part of it.
AL: I do love Cinema Paradiso
and consider it an almost
perfect film. What I love about
that film is everything.
However, the three-hour
director’s cut is far superior to
the one that was released in the
U.S.A The sixty minutes that
RKO cut from the film had
explored the resolution between
Toto, Elena and his hometown, giving closure that
the two-hour version doesn't have. The last half
has the most romantic and loving love scene I have
ever witnessed.
Cinema Paradiso shows how movies brought the
town folk together into the square where the small
movie theatre was located. Movies are their only
entertainment and how they see and become aware
of the changes in the world. Later, we get to see
how the moral standards have changed and the
disruption this causes. It’s a very believable story
with a huge heart.
I loved the film’s humor and the film clips
covering nearly two-decades of film. There was
the love between Alfredo the projectionist and
young Toto, who saved each other from loneliness
and boredom. The love story between the teenage
Toto and Elena brought me back to my first love.
Their first kiss accompanied by composer Ennio
Morricone's dreamy score always brings tears to
my eyes, as the music alone does. It’s the most
beautiful film music I have ever heard.

SFG: You’ve shown Roberto
Rossellini’s film Stromboli,
starring Ingrid Bergman, to
the film club. I haven’t seen it,
but remember it as the catalyst
for the scandalous love affair
between Rossellini and the
married Bergman.
AL: I love Stromboli, because
of the film’s background and
Bergman's superb acting. She
was in a similar position in life as she was in the
movie. In life, she was ostracized from the the film
community and by much of America for doing
what others do now without batting an eye or
being judged; she was pregnant before she was
able to marry Rossellini. She was so hated and
judged in life, like the character she plays.
SFG: I remember Ed Sullivan conducted a viewer
poll on whether Ingrid Bergman had the “moral
fitness” to appear on his television show.
AL: In Stromboli, she plays a beautiful, high
spirited girl, who in order to leave a refugee camp
before the war ends, marries an Italian man whom
she doesn't know but likes because he offers her an
escape. He takes her to a barren, secluded,
volcanic island, with only one small rowboat to the
nearest island every few months. It’s filmed on the
actual island. Her character finds herself ostracized
from the ancient island community because she is
artistic and worldly. She thinks by decorating her
simple stone house with art she will be able to
introduce art to the community, along with a more
liberating way of life. They are living a life that is
100 years behind the times, and with a traditional
moral code of staying in one place—in the home
obeying your husband and dressing in a conservative fashion.
She didn't speak Italian in the film—she was trying
to fit into a foreign culture just as she was in the
film. In Stromboli, Bergman portrays her
character’s loneliness and frustration so deeply—a
tour de force performance. She carries the entire
picture; she is the only point of interest. One of the
most powerful films I’ve ever seen.
Rossellini would not let her make films with any
other foreign director. He later insisted she stay at
Continued on Page 10
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blessed for working with the great and wonderful
Marin artists who generously showed their works.
I welcome Mr. Healey and thank him for continuing this pleasant task.”

Continued from Page 7
home with the children unless she was making a
film with him. Because Rossellini lived beyond his
means with a lavish lifestyle, he had little money
left for his films—made them on a shoe string. He
hired performers who had never acted right off
boats and side streets, on his way to the film’s
location. He made those “casting” decisions purely
on intuition. There were no scripts, only a story
outline. Performers had to ad lib all their lines.
Conditions were difficult in Stromboli; all the
heavy equipment had to be hauled up to the mountain and the island’s volcano was active during
filming. Bathroom facilities were limited. I admire the brilliant performance Bergman was able
to give under such adverse, unusual circumstances. This film is as real as they get, as different from Hollywood films as could be. Every
scene is burned into my mind. ... The film was
panned at the time of release but is much appreciated now.
SFG: What are your five favorite foreign films?
AL: It’s difficult for me to choose just five or
even ten favorite films out of hundreds I love, but
here are five that I rewatch: Maurice, British; The
Leopard, Italian;. After the Wedding, Danish; The
Earrings of Madame Du, Italian; Brief Encounter,
British.
SFG: Annie, thank you so much for sharing your
wealth of information.
AL: Thank you. So many movies, so little time!
—Sarah Fagan Greenberg

In the 1950's, he began painting at the California
School of Fine Art San Francisco using abstract
and traditional acrylics. Moving to Marin in the
1960's, he joined the Marin Society of Artists. He
retired from a career in commercial illustration in
1990 and began teaching art at the Marin Museum
of Contemporary Art in Novato, followed by The
Mill Valley Community Center, and College of
Marin. He now leads classes in the new art building at the Kentfield campus.
“I have plans to include many College of Marin
students who are competent and willing to have a
show,” Mr. Healey says, adding, “Too many deserving artists need a voice such as having their
work seen. It’s all part of career development.”
The first ESCOM exhibit under his direction began March 27 for three months, featuring abstract
and traditional landscapes by Jeanne Thompson.
A FRENCH/AMERICAN CONNECTION
A few months before the 9/11/2001 terrorist
attack, Marie-Therese Liu and her husband,
Michel Liu, a professor of sociology at a Paris
university, were sitting in their Paris home
planning a vacation in America with their
teenaged son Pascal. They wanted to exchange
their own vacation home in the Languedoc area
with a home somewhere in the United States.
At that time, we had never heard of them, nor had
they ever heard of us, Gil and Evelyn Deane in
San Anselmo, California.
A day of tragedy would eventually bring us closer
together in many ways.
The Liu and Deane families were among the
thousands of subscribers to INTERVAC, an
international organization that printed a phone
book size volume—computers weren't that
common yet—containing information about
subscribers and their homes, allowing people to
make contact and determine interest about a
possible exchange.

BERNARD HEALEY NAMED NEW
CURATOR OF ESCOM ART EXHIBITS
Mehdi Dadgar, former curator of
the ESCOM art exhibits in Kentfield’s Humiston Room, has announced the new curator to be
artist and art instructor, Mr. Bernard Healey, with over 40 years
in the art world.
“When Len Pullan sadly left this
world in the summer of 2014, he
was remembered by the ESCOM members for his
effort that brought numerous art exhibitions in the
ESCOM Center. I inherited his position and felt

We began to contact back and forth with the Liu’s. I
don’t know how Marie-Therese acquired her skills in
spoken English, but she is quite fluent. We agreed to a
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house exchange…they to spend a couple of weeks in
our San Anselmo home and we to spend equal time in
their 350-year-old stone farmhouse, located in the
hamlet of St. Martin de l’Arcon, about a two-hour drive
west of Montpellier via the city of Beziers. However,
the exchange would not be at the same time—they
would be in our home in San Anselmo while we were
on a family trip, delaying our visit to their farmhouse
until later in the year.
We met for the first time when they arrived at our
home. Since Evelyn spoke no French and my language
skills were a little more than tourist French, and the
Liu’s both spoke English, that was our spoken language
together. There was a kind of “love at first sight”—we
just had a spark between us. We stayed for a short time
and then left for about two weeks on a previously
arranged family trip in California.

A HOME-HOSTED MEAL
In another country far away from Mill Valley,
California, the native language, English, is spoken
in a most civilized manner. The countryside has an
extraordinarily long growing season and is paradise for sportsmen and women. Many want to emigrate there because of the country’s pure beauty …
and remoteness. My husband wanted to go fishing—that was the reason for our trip.
Our travel guide was completing the trip arrangements when she asked us, “By the way, would you
like a home-hosted meal?” Someone in a private
home in the country, she told us, has you over for
dinner. In the quest of something in addition to an
outdoor adventure, we answered “Yes, of course.”

We came back to the house to wish them farewell on
the day before they were scheduled to fly home. But on
the day of their flight, that terrible event, 9/11, of
course cancelled all flights. We learned about it from
television, sitting together and watching horrified as the
World Trade Center collapsed. Who knows now what
was said in the sadness that followed? Giving them our
two small, spare bedrooms, we spent about a week
together, fixing our meals and making small talk, still
in shock at what had happened. And because of our
national tragedy, the five of us felt like Americans in
solidarity.

“It’s a publisher and his wife."
I was even more interested.
The travel guide had made the dinner arrangements and collected its price, although I don’t remember now how much. After all, the experience
of seeing how people actually live in another country was, in the lingo of an ad popular at the time,
priceless. And what did he publish? Perhaps he
was looking for an author? … knew fascinating
author stories?

On several trips to Paris, we've remained connected
with the Liu's. When Evelyn became ill during one
visit, Marie-Theresa and Michel arranged for her to see
a doctor, and even escorted us there. We also communicate by email about their grandchildren and our respective politics—particularly the Liu’s concerns about
right-wing influences. After the terrorist events in
Paris, we expressed our deep concerns.

By coincidence, a couple we met in the hotel lobby
one night had also elected to have a meal at someone’s home. They were from New Jersey and were
delighted to meet “foreigners,” i.e. including us,
people from the Bay Area. We shared a cab to the
address of the people I’d begun to think of as “the
publisher and his wife.”

Born out of tragedy, our friendship has endured.

The house was set on a large,
tiered lawn with topiary. A
Craftsman? I could identify
the type from the movies I'd
seen in Turner Classic Movies—an English house. With,
perhaps, Claude Rains busy with conferences in
the library? Drapes. Someone had told me once,
“We’re not a drape family.” The publisher and his
wife certainly were.
The greeting inside the wainscoted living room
was much less formal. The host and hostess were

Gil Deane
Former Opera Club Leader

Continued on Page 12
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was going to ask any questions. But each of us
must have been finishing his sentence in our
heads, so strong was the implication that the vitamins had saved him.

most likely forties or fiftyish, she, with pretty
black hair worn in a bun and he, with an attractive
gray forelock amidst equally black hair. They welcomed us with big smiles and gracious offers to
make ourselves comfortable, and soon served us
frosted glasses of lemonade and Cheez-it crackers.
Refreshing to have that, actually. My husband and
I were not foodies. We were more interested in
conversation.

“Where do you get those vitamins?”I asked
“You send away for them,” the host answered.
At that moment, a darling toddler with golden
curls came in to say goodnight. “That’s Annabelle,” the host smiled.
As the girl left the table with her mother, the hostess, he added in a confidential tone, “She’s a miracle baby.”

The roast beef meal was pleasant, although the
hostess seemed gone for rather long periods and
when she did sit at the table, she said little.

Who could not smile at that? And at the baked
Alaska that had been served just beforehand?

Her husband did all the asking. Quickly, we identified where we were from and the other couple
made some references to New Jersey being maligned as an ugly state, but said there are lovely
areas, such as where they lived—Summit. The
couple from New Jersey were soon carrying the
conversation—asking us about how far we lived
from the Golden Gate Bridge (depending on traffic), and about whether shows they saw in New
York “got out there.” Well, it was time—someone
had to do it: “I understand you are a publisher,” I
said to our host.

Before our cab arrived to take us back to our hotel,
the host revealed his publication, handing each of
us a newsprint flyer with his name below the title,
Canterbury Tales.
The next day, Arne and I flew to a beach area in
the country. I had the host's magazine with me.
Relaxing in a B and B, I now had a chance to look
it over.
“Arne, I can’t find anything else except descriptions of vitamins. Look here! This must be the
‘send away for them’ address. And the hair offers!” I said. Had his black hair been saved…or
dyed? Did his wife stay away because she had
heard it so often?

“Yes, I am,” he answered, but with his voice dropping at the end of the sentence as if to imply “now,
now, that’s all we’ll hear about that.”
I don’t know how he accomplished the next conversational feat because his seemingly strange
transition was so smoothly done: from “yes, I
am” [a publisher] to talking about vitamins.

But would we have been this shocked at home?
Ironically, we might have taken the vitamins more
seriously under other circumstances. However, the
law of unintended consequences took over: because we expected something else from the evening, the vitamins were made less appealing.

Doesn’t everybody?
Well, no. Still, our host pointed to his hair and
whispered, “They saved me. I had started going
gray, as you see, but after taking them, the rest of
my hair stayed ...black.”

At the airport in the beach town, we were surprised
to run into the couple from New Jersey.
I perversely couldn’t wait: “You know that magazine he gave us?” The couple had thrown theirs
away with some souvenirs. Had never looked at it.
“It was nothing but an advertising flyer—all about
those vitamins and how to get them.”

I saw the New Jersey couple exchange looks, and
noticed again that the husband was growing bald.
“They do...a lot of things,” the host said, looking at
him. In a few beats’ time, the host lowered his
voice so that it was almost inaudible and said,
“And when one has cancer…”

“That’s it, ” the couple from New Jersey said, “He
sells vitamins. That’s why he had the dinner.”

No one said a word—no need to say more with
such a confession. How sad. Touching. No one
12

THE STORY OF ESCOM AT IVC

We laughed from recognition, not really because it
was fantastic discovery.

As a single corridor county, Marin movement is seriously affected by not only weather but also traffic. In
the 1980-90’s, US 101 was under constructions to
widen this single corridor, and potential COM students
living north of San Rafael found it easier to take classes
at Santa Rosa Junior College. “Life long learners,” i.e.
members of what is now called ESCOM, also had second thoughts about attending EC classes and Emeritus
clubs held at COM Kentfield.
In the 1980’s, ESCOM President Richard Dawe originated the idea of an IVC Forum to serve the then growing number of members living in Northern Marin. The
Forum monthly programs covered a wide range of topics, with members sharing hobbies, music, and travel.
Meetings were held in an IVC conference room when it
was available or at other IVC locations.
ESCOM President John Kouns, and COM Student
Affairs Director Skip Foch, found a more permanent
home for the IVC Forum in Building 10, after a crew of
ESCOM volunteers removed two truckloads of discards
from the space. In 2000, the volunteer leaders retired.
Louise Kerr suggested that the Forum evolve into a
Book Forum. Gradually, ESCOM members at IVC
formed new clubs, until now, with more than 20
ESCOM clubs meeting in the ESCOM IVC Center and
Humiston Reading Room, ESCOM students also enjoy
holding social gatherings in connection with their
classes.
On December 15, 2014, weather changed ESCOM/
IVC history because flooding in Building 10 forced it
to close. The ESCOM/IVC clubs were “homeless” for
over a year meeting in other COM IVC buildings. The
silver lining was that Building Ten was remodeled: a
partition wall was removed and new windows, floors,
and utilities were replaced under the direction of COM
Vice President Greg Nelson, Fiscal Services and
Operations. In January 2016, ESCOM resumed meeting
at IVC in Building 10’s beautiful new quarters.
Because the space is now more than doubled, COM
Admin and Board of Trustees reserve the building as
needed. The BOT has at least four regular meetings and
workshops to serve the Northern Marin Community;
“single corridor Marin County” still limits the traffic
flow. The new ESCOM Center has become a
community-building place for life long learners. Funds
from the Humiston bequest have provided new
furniture and books. A group of ESCOM members
volunteering as Hosts keep the Center open M-F, 10:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.
—Gloria Kopshever
[Note: Gloria has been an IVC reporter for years, while
also making many contributions to ESCOM/IVC. After
volunteering with the Easter Seals program for patients
with speech disabilities such as stroke survivors and
Multiple Sclerosis patients, she earned a California
Community College Lifetime Credential in
Communication Stimulation (an adjunct to speech
therapy) and became an instructor in the 1980’s.]

But after all, there was nothing illegal about vitamins, was there?
“Wait, did he even have cancer for the vitamins to
save him?”
My husband parsed the legal view: “Well, he
never actually said he had cancer, only ‘when one
has cancer…’”
Something about that vitamin sale discovery had
bonded us with the other couple. Before our
planes left, we exchanged addresses and the sentences that begin, “if you are ever in” before an
invitation to “look us up.”
After we returned to Mill Valley, our travel agent
reviewed our trip to see what worked and what
didn’t. “And how was the home-hosted meal?”
“Lovely home,” I said. “Loved the lemonade.
Good food.”
“He tried to sell us vitamins—that’s the bottom
line,” my husband said, but laughing.
“Not directly,” I said, explaining the conversation
and the “magazine.”
Our travel agent didn’t find this at all funny and
said she would complain to the country’s liaison
who had set up the evening.
We didn’t feel right about her making a complaint.
It’s not that we didn’t have a nice meal in someone else’s home in another country, we said.
About a year later,
the couple from
New Jersey were in
San
Francisco.
When they called
us, they needed
only to laugh and
say, “Remember
that night with the
vitamins?” to reestablish the connection.
Our home-hosted meal had distinctly reinforced
one idea: that people in other countries do what
everyone everywhere thinks they have to do to get
along in this world.
—Sarah Fagan Greenberg
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Candidate Statements,
ESCOM Council Election

Ballot for ESCOM Council Election - 2017

Anne Pearson: Anne joined ESCOM three years
ago and has served as Recording Secretary (3
years) and Vice President (1 year). She is a longtime supporter of lifelong learning and with your
vote will continue to be an active supporter of
ESCOM and Community Education.
Bill Raffanti: San Francisco native, Marin County
resident, ESCOM member 12 years, Clubs Chairman 10 years. Number of clubs now at record 30,
covering many areas of interest for all participants!
Rosalie Wallace: I have been on the Board for 5
years and love being able to participate in the
Emeritus College in a way that I feel makes a difference. I am on the Curriculum & Marketing
Committees & work on the Speaker Series.
Barbara (Bobbi) Steger: I am a strong believer in
the value of lifelong learning and with your vote
will work hard to expand and enhance our excellent program of courses, clubs and cultural events.
Lillian Hanahan: Born in San Francisco of Danish immigrants, educated at UC Berkeley, married
a professor, lived in Seattle, Tucson, San Antonio,
raised 5 great kids, love participating in ESCOM.
Alberto H. Lozano: I have been an educator most
of my life ... 29 years for San Rafael City Schools
in both High Schools ... also ten and one half years
at College of Marin and 35 years at City College
of San Francisco. Retired two and one half years ...
Currently I am an active member of the Marin
County Civil Grand Jury.
Anne Mulvaney: I have life long interest and involvement in Education and a desire to be a life
long learner. I recently retired after teaching for 16
years. Previously I worked in Management Training and founded/operated a Children’s Center in
the Tenderloin district of San Francisco. I have
served on several boards, the Diversity Advisory
Committee and Health Benefits Committee of the
Novato School district, the Site Council at my
school, and as a Union Rep.
Abraham Farkas: I and my wife, Gayle, live in
Novato adjacent to the Indian Valley Campus of
College of Marin. I currently serve as the Dean of
Curriculum at Santa Rosa Junior College (SRJC)
where I oversee their Older Adults Program for
active seniors. This program currently serves 3,500
seniors with over 130 class offerings. I am an attorney, real estate broker and accountant. Also a
former full-time community college instructor for
20 years. I offer my experience to the ESCOM
Program.

President – One-year Term
( ) Anne Pearson, Incumbent Vice President
( ) ___________________________
(Write-in)
Vice-President – One-year Term
( ) No candidate
( ) ___________________________
(Write-in)
Council Members (*) – Two-year Terms – Vote
for four (4)
( ) Bill Raffanti, Incumbent Council Member
( ) Rosalie Wallace, Incumbent Council
Member
( ) Barbara (Bobbi) Steger, Incumbent
Council Member
( ) Lillian Hanahan, Incumbent Council
Member
( ) Alberto H. Lozano, Candidate
( ) Anne Mulvaney, Candidate
( ) Abraham Farkas, Candidate
( ) __________________________
(Write-in)
( ) __________________________
(Write-in)
Return the completed Ballot NO LATER THAN
April 30, 2017, in person to Emeritus Center,
Kentfield, or to Emeritus North, Bldg 10, Room
140AS, Indian Valley Campus, Novato, or by U.S.
Mail to:
Council Election Committee
c/o ESCOM Center
College of Marin
835 College Avenue
Kentfield, CA 94904-2590
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ESCOM CLUBS
To participate in a club requires an ESCOM Membership Card. Feel free to visit club meetings. Provide your e-mail address to a club leader to receive news and information about that
particular club. For more information, including how to form a club, contact Bill Raffanti, 415883-4079, billraffanti@yahoo.com.
HEALTH & NUTRITION CLUB: Sushama Gokhale, 415 694
3502, sushama.gokhale@gmail.com; every other Friday, 10-12
p.m., ESCOM Center KTD.

ADVENTURER’S CLUB: Ruth King, 415-898-5845; 4th Monday, 1:00 p.m., various locations.
ASTRONOMY CLUB: Michael Patrick, 415-456-2778,
mdpatric@pacbell.net; 2nd Monday, 9:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.,
ESCOM Center IVC.

HUMANITIES CLUB: Ruth King, ruthjjking@yahoo.com,
415-883-5845, 1st & 3rd Saturdays, 1 p.m.-3 p.m., ESCOM Center
IVC.

ATELIER CLUB: Larry Bencich, 415-457-7245,
lmbencich@gmail.com. Every Thursday, 9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m., IVC.

MORAL-ETHICAL & LEGAL ISSUES ROUND TABLE: Cole
Posard, 415-491-4118, coleposard@att.net; 1st & 3rd Tuesdays, 10
a.m.-noon, Deedy Lounge, SS Bldg, KTD.

BOOK BANTER LIT LITES: Diana Davis, 415-897-4844,
calek.diana@yahoo.com; 2nd Wednesday, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.,
Rm 140, ESCOM Center IVC.

OPERA & BEYOND CLUB IVC: Michael Sachs, 415-298-1939,
michahsachs@gmail.com; second Tuesday of month, 1:30 p.m.4:00 p.m., ESCOM Center IVC, to watch a whole opera.

BOOK FORUM: Louise Kerr, 415-883-2823,
lrkerr210@gmail.com; 4th Mondays, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m., ESCOM
Center IVC.

OPERA & BEYOND CLUB KTD: Michael Sachs, 415-2981939, michahsachs@gmail.com; last Wednesday of month, 1:00
p.m.- 3:00 p.m., ESCOM Center KTD.

BRIDGE CLUB: lynn.mason@gmail.com; every Monday, 1:154:30 p.m., SS Bldg Cafeteria KTD.

PEACE CLUB: Mehri Dadgar, mehridadgar@aol.com; 415-9271388, Fridays, 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., ESCOM Center KTD.

BRIDGE (2nd DAY) CLUB: Margaret Harding, 415-388-3943,
mfh10@comcast.net; Thursdays 1:00 p.m., Cafeteria KTD.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON MOVIE CLUB: Lillian Hanahan,
415-209-9452, donaldhanahan@comcast.net; 2nd and 4th Saturdays, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m., ESCOM Center IVC.

BRITISH FOREIGN FILM CLUB: Annie Longtin, 415-3821360, annie.dance@yahoo.com; 1st Tuesday, 1:00-3:00 p.m.,
ESCOM Center IVC.

SCRABBLE CLUB: Marlene Knox, marlsteve@comcast.net,
415-459-1427, every Thursday, 2 p.m.-4 p.m., Cafeteria KTD.

CHESS CLUB: Ron Evans, 415-924-0998, brittron@comcast.net;
every Wednesday except last Wednesday of the month, 1:00 p.m.,
ESCOM Center KTD.

SPANISH CLUB: Lucy Wait; call Libby Ginsberg, (415-4546485), or Roberta Schwarz, (415-435-3540); every Thursday, 1:30 3:00 p.m., at the Learning Resource Center, Room 20, in the Library Building, KTD.

CURRENT EVENTS CLUB: James Kennedy, 415-388-3939 and
Teddy Preovolos, (415) 927-8887, auag@comcast.net; 2nd and 4th
Thursdays, 10:00 a.m.-Noon, ESCOM Center KTD.

SQUARE DANCING CLUB: Louise Kerr, 415 883 2823,
lrkerr210@gmail.com; every Friday, 7 p.m.-9 p.m., Lynwood
School, Novato.

DIGITAL CAMERA CLUB: Laura Milholland, 415-578-2972,
milholland_l@hotmail.com; 1st Monday, photo outing, time/
location TBA; 3rd Monday, 1:00-3:00 p.m., club meeting, ESCOM
Center IVC.

TRAVEL FORUM: Linda Land, 415-897-2410,
lland@verizon.net; 2nd Friday, 2p.m., ESCOM Center IVC.
UNITY OF FAITHS: Mehri Dadgar, 415-927-1388,
mehridadgar@aol.com, ; Wednesdays, 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
ESCOM Center KTD

GLOBAL ISSUES CLUB: Colleen Rose, 415-898-0131, colleenrose@juno.com; 3rd Friday, 2:00-4:00 p.m., ESCOM Center IVC.
GREAT IDEAS IN PHILOSOPHY CLUB: Lillian Hanahan, 415
-209-9452, donaldhanahan@comcast.net; every Thursday, 1 p.m.-3
p.m., ESCOM Center IVC.

WHO DONE IT CLUB: Diana Davis, calekdiana@yahoo.com,
415-897-4844, 3rd Wednesday, 1 - 3 p.m., ESCOM Center IVC.
WRITERS’ WORKSHOP: Treva Strauss, trevastrauss@att.net;
415-454-6641, 1st Tuesday, 11a.m. -1 p.m., ESCOM Center KTD.

GREAT MINDS OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY CLUB: Arlene
Stark, 415-925-1214, arlenestark@att.net; 1st and 3rd Mondays,
10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m., ESCOM Center KTD.
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